Reactive transport of uranium with bacteria in fractured rock: model development and sensitivity analysis.
A numerical model for the reactive transport of uranium and bacteria in fractured rock was newly developed. The conceptual model consists of four phases (fracture, fracture surface, matrix pore, and matrix solid) and eight constituents (solutes in the fracture, on the fracture surface, on mobile bacteria, on immobile bacteria, in the rock matrix pores and on the rock matrix solids, and bacteria in the fracture and on the fracture surface). In addition to the kinetic sorption/desorption of uranium and bacteria, uranium reduction reaction accompanying with bacteria growth was considered in the reactive transport. The non-linear reactive transport equations were numerically solved using the symmetric sequential iterative scheme of the operator-splitting method. The transport and kinetic reaction modules in the developed model were separately verified, and the results were reasonably acceptable. From the sensitivity analysis, the uranium transport was generally more sensitive to the sorption rate rather than desorption rate of U(VI). Considering a uranium reduction reaction, bacteria could considerably retard the uranium transport no matter the uranium sorption/desorption rates. As the affinity of U(VI) onto the bacteria becomes higher than that onto a rock fracture surface, a biofilm effect, rather than a colloidal effect, of the bacteria becomes more influential on the uranium transport.